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VITA Awards DISYS Solutions Inc. with IT Hardware & Services Term Contract
Ashburn, VA: The Virginia Information Technologies Agency (VITA) awarded DISYS Solutions Inc. with a two‐year
contract (with renewal options) for Network Wireless & Wired Hardware and Services. The contract is for Cisco
and Meraki hardware as well as any services associated with the installation of network wireless/wired
hardware.
“Our company history began in Virginia and we take pride in creating lasting relationships with statewide
agencies,” said Alan Bechara, Sr. Vice President of Sales & Marketing. “The VITA contract is an excellent way for
state and local entities to purchase the best hardware and receive expert installation service from an award‐
winning company.”
VITA is a unique organization, pioneering a 21st century model for Information Technology (IT) governance and
operational excellence. The creation of VITA represents the most comprehensive reform of state government IT
in the nation and firmly establishes Virginia as a leader in the use of technology in government. VITA’s services
can be thought of as the IT utility that supports specific agency requirements as they endeavor to deliver citizen
services. While the agency works directly with the citizen, VITA works with the agency as a 'behind‐the‐scenes'
service provider.
DSI is a Cisco Gold Partner, Master Collaboration Partner, Master Security Partner, and has achieved ten
advanced specializations. DSI is the number one partner for revenue in the Mid‐Atlantic region and received the
“Public Sector Capital Partner of the Year” award at Cisco’s 2015 Partner Summit.
About DISYS Solutions Inc. (DSI): DSI provides complete IT solutions and services that are secure, innovative,
energy efficient, and cost effective. Our customers include State & Local Government and Education (SLED)
entities, Federal agencies, and commercial companies. We hold nationwide term contracts that are supported
by a team of industry professionals and certified engineers. We put the customer first and understand the
importance of providing a valuable experience from start to finish. Our knowledge of current and emerging
technologies is the foundation for providing solutions and services that increase productivity and create positive
workflow for our customers. DSI is headquartered in Ashburn, Virginia, with offices conveniently located in
Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, and Texas. We are a Small, Minority‐Owned Business
created in 1991 by the current owners. Learn more at disyssolutions.com.
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